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Education Groups
Support Law CaSe
Fairfield and three other
private Connecticut institutions
have received the support of rive
higher education associations in
their land-mark case concerning
Federal construction grants to
church-N!:lated colleges now
before the Supreme Court.
An amicus curiae brief,
defending the right of the fOUf
Catholic colleges to receive
grants under the Higher
Education Facilities Act of 1963,
was filed by the American
Council on Education. the
Association of American
Colleges. the National
Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges. the
Association of American
Universities and the Council for
the Advancement of Small
Colleges.
Case Ullder Appeal

The case. to be heard by the
high court this term, is currently
being appealed by 15 Connecticut
tazpayers along with the
Connecticut Civil Liberties
Union and the American Jewish
Congress who contend that
direct government grants to
church-related colleges amount
to unconstitutional tax support of
religious organizations.

witb religion, any more than
with secular indoctrination of
otber sorts...
De:fe.deatl Positioa Uplldd
Defendenls in the case include
the federal government, the
state of Connecticut, Fairfield,
sacred Heart University, and
Albertus Magnus and Annhurst
Colleges.
Their position, that the grants
are for secular purposes and that
any support of religion is
incidental, was upheld last
spring by a three-judge Federal
panel which saw no "conflict
between preservation of
religious freedom and provision
for higher education."
The plaintiffs called tbe lower
court's opinion "erroneous" and
appealed the decision to the
Supreme Court.

THE

The amicus brief, prepared for
the associations by Prof. Wilber
G. Katz of the University of
Wisconsin law school in
conjunction with attorneys
Harold P. Southerland of
Milwaukee and John Holt Myers
of Washington, presents the
argument that "government is
not barred from achieving its
secular goals because they
happen to coincide with those of
a sectarian college or
university.' ,
First AmeDdmeat la QIlelIiOD
It says that all educational
systems impart some kinds of
values and suggesls that religion
should not be singled out "as the
sole system of values which may
not constitutionally be pennitled
to weight the educational
process. "

The brief notes that it was
"never thought to be the
province of the First
Amendment to disable
government in all its relations
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Lane and Fonda
To Speak Here
On Social Ills

By Ernest Gardella
Two noted anti-war lecturers,
actress Jane Fonda and writer
Mark Lane will speak in the
University Gymnasium next
Friday evening at 8:00 p.m.
Both have been active
throughout the past year in the
anti·war movement, speaking
UNIVERSITY, FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT November 5. 1970 GI
at bases, GI projects and coffee
houses all over the country.
LedurtTour
Miss Fonda's lecture will deal
with draft resistance. the
underground railroad to Canada,
the plight of the American Indian
and the Black Panthers.
Mr. Lane will speak - on
council's meeting last week president of Business & Finance, "Contemporary America. and
which included the recent defended tbe removal, staling What to Do About It".
controversary over the removal that it was necessary in order to
Mr. Lane has been arrested
of underbrush in front of Bannow protect the remaining bushes.
three times by military
SCience Center and a cartoon
After much discussion of authorities for his anti-war
which was placed in the whetber or oot this item should activities. Together with Miss
Fairfield Free Press and Review have been brought to the Fonda, he bas filed a suit against
this fall.
council's attention in the first the Anny and 8ecreatry of
NewSYltem
place, a motion was passed Defense for the iUegal arrests.
Under the new system. girls allowing the work already in They are being represented by
will be expected to leave their progress to continue. However, the American Civil Liberties
names, destinations and before any further action is to be Union.
expected time of return in the taken the whole matter will be
Aid G.I.'I
sign out boot on weekdays and referred to the University
The two have opened the G.I.
on overnights. Proponenls of the Operations Committee.
OFFICE in Washington to
plan emphasize that tbis
collect and process complaints
Fr. McElaaey's Letter
procedure is merely a courtesy
Following this, a letter from G.I.s wbo fee! that unfair
to the other girls in the donn.
written by the Rev. James H. treatment by military personnel
'Briar Patdl'
McElaney, $.J., criticizing the has violated the soldiers' rights
Tbe next topic that was caricature of a Jesuit in the according to the First
discussed by the council Fairfield Free Press & Review Amendment.
members concerned tbe recent sent to the Rev. William C.
Miss Fonda Is a well-known
removal of various types of McInnes, S.J., and forwarded by actress whose recent motion
underbrush from tbe area the president to the council, was picture "They Shoot Horses
directly in front of Bannow Hall. read by Paul I. David, council Don't They" wasa box oflicehit.
Mr. Jobn Hickson, vice(Coatined 011 page 7)
(c..:oatiaHd .. pale S)

Effect
Co-eds' Curfew No Longer
Council Accepts Sign-In Book Plan
University co-eds, housed in
Loyola and Julie Halls, will no
longer have curfews, it was
decided recently by the
University Council.
The council accepted an
alternate plan. submitted by
Freshman Alice Hayes, whicb
calls for girls to set their own
bours whicb must be registered
in a sign out book to be placed in
eacb donnitory.
Co-ed curfews were the first of
several topics discussed at the

Dickens Festival Opens;
HonorslOOth Anniversary
The "Pickwick Papers" a film
starring Hennione Gingold and
James Donald will be shown
tonight in Gonzaga Auditorium,
kicking 0(( the Charles Dickens
Festival to be held at the
university dUring the months of
November and December.
Commemorating the lOOth

ANTI-WAR SPEAKERS - Jane Fonda and Mart: Lane will speak In the Gymnasium next Friday night
at8:3O p.m. Students wiU be admitted free with 1.0. cards.

anniversary of Dickens' deatb in
1870, the festival will feature a
series of films, a lecture and a
watercolor display.
"Dombey & Son", a silent film
made in Britain in 1919 is the
second in the five film series and
will be sbown on November 12 at
7:30p.m.
The other three movies
include: "David Copperfield",
"A Tale of Two Cities", and
"Great Expectations", which
will be shown on November 23,
December 1, and December 3, in
that order.
Individual tickets for the film
series are priced at $.75 and a
series ticket can be purchased
for $2 00
. .
On November 9, Louis
Berrone, a member of the
English Department at the
university, will deliver a lecture
on the "Influence of Dickens on
~aulkner" at approximately 3:45
In the Campus Center Oak
Room.
Several original watercolors
depicting scenes from Dickens'
novels, painted by the late
Charles Wilkie of Boston, will be
shown in tbe library's display
case previewing a larger
exhibition to be held in the
Campus Center's Oak Room
from December 1-11.

Legislators RunThrough Full Slate
During a two and one-half bour
session last Thursday, the
student legislature approved
executive
appointments,
committee nominations and
passed a number of diversified
bills and resolutions.
Two appointments dealing
directly with legislative
procedures were those of
majority and minority whips, to
which Christopher Campbell and
Margaret McCarthy were
nominated and approved.
Newly Eltabli....ed Positloa
The legislators approved
president Dennis Gallagher's
appointment of Artbur Gallagher
to the newly established
executive
position
of
ombudsman. As ombudsman, be
will fill In the ranks of absent
student officials serving on key
university orpniutions sucb as
the University Couocil.
Due to the resignation of
stl.tdent government treasurer
John O'ROUrke, the legislature

elected Joseph Collins to fill the
position.
Collins and Gallagher were
also appointed to serve on the
university's financial committee
which is a tri'partite advisory
board to the university
president, The Rev. William C.
McInnes, S.J.
Elect Flee Artl RepresntaUves
The fine arts department had
requested tbe student legislature
to select three students to
represent the student faction at
department meetings. Those
elected by tbe legislature from a
list of nominees presented by the
department
were Ken
Dougherty, John Nappi and
Robert Buccino.
The legislature tackled several
bills and resolutions. The first
bill presented, CODC:erned with an
administrative committee
investigation of the financial
condition of Fairfield
University, failed to attain
adequate support and was
defeated.

A resolution dealing with the
extension of designated drinking
areas was passed and will be
forwarded to the University
Council. It's main objective is to
permit the presence of alcoholic
beverages in the Regis coffee
house.
Hoclley Clab Idl Fads
A bill, appropriating funds to
the hockey club, was passed
with appropriations set at $1,650.
A resolution concerning the
publication of student grades
was ammended and passed. It
calls for the discontinuation of
final grades being sent to the
student's home, and this process
will only exist in cases wbere the
student requesls such mailing.
The final bill on the agenda
dealt with tbe establisbment of a
legislative committee to conduct
a student - teacher evaluation.
This bill, approved by the
legislative. will attempt to
create a program whicb will
serve as a positive instrument
for the student selecting his
course instructors.
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Alumni Offer to Help
During Recent Fora

THE WOOJ?S ARE ~VELY DARK. AND DEEP - So felt a number of students last week who
d~gged a pile of bru;sh IQ~ the Campus Center to protest the cutting of underbrush in front of Bannow
SCience Center by university workmen.

Grad School Panel Meets
To Discuss 6th Yr. Program
A tri-partite panel formed by
the graduate school of education
to discuss the feasabllity of
changing the name of the
school's si.dh year program
agreed at a faculty meeting that
a study should be made of the
present program and that a
committee should be formed to
investigate possible programs of
advanced graduate study.
The panel was originally called
together after a petition, signed
by seventy-six graduates calling
for tbe administration to change
the title Certificate of Advanced
Study, for completion of 6th year
~uirements to Licentiate of
Philosophy was submitted to Dr.
Robert H. Pitt, dean of the
graduate school of education,
last July.
Members representing eacb
sector of the school included Dr.
Pitt, moderator: Dr. Alexander
Tolor, the Rev. John McIntyre,
S.J., and Dr. James Vail,
members of the graduate
faculty; and David Freschi and
Dorothy O'Mara, both students
and who signed the petition.
New Yort Times Article
The students received their
impetus for suggesting the
change in Certificate name as a
result of an article in the New
Yort Times describing a report
prepared for the Carnegie
Commission on Higber
Education by Dean Stephen H.
Spurr of the University of
Michigan.
The report found tbat
proliferation of incompatible
degrees was unhealthy, noting
that there are presenUy more
than 1,600 liUes in use and
suggesting that the number be
cut to about 60.
Il suggested that a consistent
degree nomenclature be
instituted for the six higher
education levels, Associate
through Ph.D. and further
recommended that a Licentiate
iq Philosophy degree be used as
Intermediate between the
masters and doctor to designate
high qualificatJon in a field but
not necessarily independent
scholarlY researcb.
.
Dean Spurr pointed out In the

an

report that each degree should
be a pre-requisite for the nen,
thus preventing any degree from
being "second rate."
SHk 'Prestilioal' DegeeTIlle
In line with the report's
findings, the graduate students
stated that while the term CAS
carries "little if any weight
outside of this state ... and is not
in common usage... the term
Licentiate has strong academic
appeal."
They also added that "the
term Licentiate is more
professional and prestigious in
tone than the one in present
use."
PllDelilts DisagrH with Petillo.
Focusing 011 the petition, the
panelists disagreed with its
statements pointing out that to
merely change a title of a degree
or a certificate in order to gain
prestige is a fraudulent practice.
Fr..Mclntyre noted that the
Licenllate Degree is really a
medieval degree and that for aU

practical purposes is nothing
more than a license.
Or. Vail pointed out the
weaknesses of various degree
programs and emphasized that
many programs are nothing
more than a test of endurance.
Agreeing that a prestigious
degree is probably needed, Dr.
Tolor suggested that tbe
graduate school investigate the
feasibility of a doctoral degree
but with an intermediate degree
step as a desirable entity.
New CommlttH Formed
Both Mr. Freschi and Miss
O'Mara agreed that a study
should be made of the present
Sixth Year program and agreed
to serve on a committee to
investigate possible programs of
advanced graduate study.
Other members of tbe
committee include: Fr.
McIntyre, Or. Tolor, Dr. Vail,
Mr. William MacDonald,
Thomas DeTulJio, and Dr. Pitt.

Campus Calendar
Nov. 5
"Meet the Stags Night" varsity and freshman players, as
well as the new "Co-ed" PomPom girls will be introduced.
The highlights of the evening will
be the introduction of the 1970-71
captain and a competitive
Varsity vs. Freshman - fortyminute game. Charge $.50.

Nov. 1%
Dickens' Film Festival.
"Domby and Son" Gonzaga. 7:30
p.m. Admission $.75.
"Ferdinand Roten Galleries
Inc." Art print sale.
Nov.U
Jane Fonda & Mark Lane.
Gym $2.50.
"Three Into Two Won't Go"
Movie. Gonzaga. 7:30 p.m.

Nov.'
AAUP Lecture Series. Fr.
James Murphy. Topic: Civil
Rights Without Revolution. Oak
Room.3:15p.m.
Modem Language Dept. Film
Series. French Films. Gonzaga.
f:20 p.m. No admission.

Nov,.f
Mixer sponsored by baseball
team. Oalt Room, 8-12 p.m.
Same movie as 13th.
Nov. 15
Movie sponsored by Family
Life Center, "Triumph of Will"
Gonzaga. 3:30 - $2.50 and 7:30-

Nov.•'

Alumni Board of Director
Meeting. Room G42 Campus
Center. 8:00 p.m.

1350
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Small groups of alumni turned
out to express interest in
Fairfield's educational program
and volunteered to help the
university in any way possible
during two "alumni fora" held
recently in Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C.
These were the first two in a
series of fora which will be
conducted during the year in
various cities throughout the
East where Fairfield alumni are
located. The fora are designed
to belp improve communication
between the graduates and the
present members of the
community.
Poor AUeeduce
The seven university
representatives who made the
two-day trip included: students:
Bob Murphy '71, and Arthur
Gallagher '72, William SChimpf,
dean of student services: John
Hickson, vice-president of
business and finance: Darrell
Ryan, director of university
relations; Paul Greeley, director
of alumni relations: and Vincent
0' Alessandro '65, president of
the Alumni Association.
Only four alumni gathered in
Philadelphia and 12 in
WashinlO.on to listen to brief
"responsibility" outlines, giving
an overview of the atmosphere
and the changes on the campus,
prepared by the visitors. The
presentations were followed by
lengthy question and answer
periods in both cities.
Alamal Offer Help
According to Mr. Greeley, the
alumni "generally" felt that it
was the present community's job
to run the school with little
interference from the alumni.
He stated that the former
students felt that tbey could help
out in ways of a more
"peripheral nature."
Ezamples suggested were
recruiting, helping students to
get interviews at various
professional and graduate
schools or with business aDd
industry. In addition the
graduates felt that occasional
trips baclt to Fairfield to meet
with various segments of the
community to trade experiences
might prove helpful.
Mr. Greeley noted that despite
the atteodance factor, those
present at the meetings found
them "quite informative, and
well worth the trip."

"The panelists came away
with fresh insights into bow
some of the alumni were
thinking on a broad range of
topics.
The group is presently
reviewing their first trip and
preparing for the next forum to
be beld in Boston on November
23.

Grad School
In 20th Year
Alumni of the university's
graduate school of education will
hold a dinner on November 20 in
the Campus Center to
commemorate the twentieth
year of graduate education at
Fairfield.
The Rev. William E.
Fitzgerald, S.J., the school's
first dean, has accepted an
invitation to speak at the affair.
In recent years the graduate
alumni have beld annual reunion
dinners on campus to provide the
alumry with an opportunity to
keep In touch with the physical
growth of tbe university and to
learn of new developments in the
graduate school.
Father Fitzgerald, with the aid
of the late Or. Maurice E.
RogaBn and the late Dr. Thomas
J. Quirk, worked out the original
proposal for graduate work
which received the approval of
the Connecticut State
Department of Education. The
first classes were begun in the
spring semester of 1950.
Since t.he death of Dr. Rogalin,
a campaign has been established
to provide for the university
some fitting memorial. The
board of directors are expected
to announce their decision on
this memorial at the dinner.
Veronica M. Gleason. a
teacher in the Shennan SChool in
Fairfield, is the Alumni
Association's
out-going
president while Leo P. Rosenthal
is this year's nominee. Claire
May, dietician at S1. Vincent's
Hospital, is in charge of tbe
dinner arrangements.

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Klqs Hipw.y ClIt·Off at
Exit %4, F.irfield, eo... tIf3I

317-44114
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE

Feminine Voice--------...,

Pant-Suit

Poge Three
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-- "Favorable"
By Mary Donnananma

As two members of the
University's secretarial staff
walked toward Canisius wearing
pants-suits, it became obvious
that a change had occurred in
employee policy regarding
appropriate professional dress
for women.

MRS. LORRAINE TESTO
Mrs. Catherine Simonides.
director of personnel services,
announced that "pants-suits.
jump-suits. and similar
coordinated pants outfits will be

considered acceptable employee
dress."
Reactions concerning Mrs.
Simoni des' decision were
favorable throughout the campus
although many of Fairfield's
liberated women did not wish to
give their names lor publication.
Many secretaries thought the
idea was great - though one lady
did not know if she would wear
pants herself. and another stated
that she did not own any slacks
outfits yet. Others felt that
pants-suits would be especially
practical during the winter
months.
Male members of the
community reacted favorably to
the idea in most cases. One male
student thought that the wearing
of pants ouUits by women is a
reaction to the midi craze that
fashion
designers.
manufacturers, and clothing
stores are instigating. The same
student stated that he would
much rather see a woman
wearing a pants-suit than a midi.
which he felt tends to make a
woman appear dowdy.
Female students approved of
the change. their attitude being:
"We can wear what we like.
Female employees should have
the same options."
So it appears obvious that
during these days of women's
liberation and Fairfield's
coeducation the women of
Fairfield University will, at
least some of the lime. be
wearing pants.

Modem Languages Dept.
Initiates African Course
A new course in an African
language will be inaugurated
next semester. according to an
announcement by the Rev.
Victor Leeber. S.J., chairman of
tbe
Modern Language
department.
The course is Fula, one ofthe6
basic languages of Africa. It will
be taught by Mr. Hadara Sisay.

,e

Offtcialll.......
Mr. Sisay. a summa cum laude
graduate of Chapman College, a
branch of the University of
Southern California. has taught
Fula to dipl?mats i~ the State
Depa':i~ent m. Wasbing~. D.C.
A pohtical science maJOr, Mr.

them that a qualified professor

motion also stated that
individuals and representatives
of groups may come before the
faculty only after a majority of
those present and voting has
approved. A written request for
admittance must be submitted.
The first part of the motion
passed "by a large majority."
according to the published
record. Part two "passed by a
narrow margin of 40--38."
In taking a survey of faculty
members most agree that the
April 22nd meeting of last year
had an innuence upon the vote.
The April 22nd meeting was
during the strike and had a large
amount of students present.
1bose faculty members who
were against open meetings
agreed that at the April 22nd
meeting the faculty was under
too much pressure and could not
talk freely. They went on to say
. that on May 14 of the same year
Drawing this example from interior education which has when the meeting was closed
Miles. which is located in been deliberately inflicted upon much more was accomplished
and the discussion was freer.
Fairfield. Alabama. Fr. them.
Those faculty for open
Fitzpatrick noted that it offered
While pointing out that the
the last educational opportunity students at Miles span the meetings argued that closed
to the majority of its students.
spectrum of educational meetings is the kind of action
He cha racterized those potential from the Ivy League to that separates student-teacher
attending Miles as older than the not gen.erally acceptable. the relationships. They went on to
average collegeage student. assistant professor of business argue that the motion of minutes
many veterans of the Armed noted that the majority fall into being provided was fareical, why
Forces, many Who support their the reading and verbal range of should a faculty member be
afraid to have his name printed
education and families. through sixth to ninth graders.
full-time employment. and
To meet the challenge of next to what he believes.
Most faculty members thought
suffering academically from an inferior college preparations.
Mi.1es College under the direction the motion of students being
of former Harvard dean John accepted into the meeting was a
Monroe has developed a series of compromise.
One faculty member
innovative programs designed to
meet the particular needs of the mentioned that he thought there
individual and bridge the would be no serious problem in
students being voted into the
existing educational gaps.
finances. the academic life of the
In the same innovative spirit meetings. even though the vote
University. trustees. plans for tbe school has managed top of that motion was close.
future growth. social life on flight course offerings despite
campus. and the Constitutional severe financia) restrictions.
Convention.
After
light-heartedly
The current members of the chastisinl{ his fonner colleagues
President's Academy are: for their preoccupation with
Frederick Baker, Charles F. salaries. Fr. Fitzpatrick noted
Behnken. Robert P. 8ym. that the average pay ranges
Donald F. Condon. Paul from $6.000 - $9.000 annually and
Cunningham. Vincent DeAngelo. part is expected back in
and Joseph E. DiCorpo.
contribution. However. Miles
Also. Lelia Dollinger. has managed to obtain the
Raymond L. Garassino. Jr.. services of accountants and
William Guerrera. James business professionals from
McGuire. Stephen Robinson. Arther Young & Co.. Merrill.
John Romeo. Donald R. Starski. Lymeh. Purci. Fenner & Smith.
and Richard J. Umbdenstock.
and others as well as local
The next meeting of the support to augment the facuity.
President's Academy is
A current problem in the
scheduled for Monday. southern colleges is the raids
November9. at 7:,00 p.m.
conducted by schools desiring
Black facuity members. Despite
the fulfillment and recognizable
FairfieIcI Iw-dnllllClt need.
for the Blacks in their own
Oi.gonally Across from
schools. many find it difficult to
pass up the lure of high salaries
Post Office
and tenure offered them by
Wash - Oried - Folded
prestigous northern universities.
Student Discount
(Contiau~ on page II

Pres. ' Academy in Fifth Year;
Plans to Hold Open Meetings
The President's Academy met
for the first time on Monday.
OCtober 19. Fifteen members
were present. The Academy,
formed by Father Mcinnes to
improve communications in both
directions between lhe
administration and the student
body. has been in existence for
five years. Present membership
was open to all students who
submiUed a request to join.
During the meeting the
President outlined the
organization structure of the
University and indicated the
general relationships of
academics. student life. business
and finance, University relations
and academic resources.
Thc group discussed the
possibility of some open
meetings of the President's
Academy and decided that in the
beginning the meetings would be
open only to members in order to
get used to one. another and to
provide for a free flow of
conversation.
Suggestions for future
meetings included a discussion
of dormitory life. security.

of the people of Western Africa
as well.
BilleD PI"OpOHd CoUR;
Interest in an African
language course originated last
year when the black students
proposed that the university
offer a course in Arabic and
Swahili. The administration
agreed to offer such a course if a
qualified professor and ten
students could be found.
Insufficient enrollment for
either language prevented any
courses to be initiated last
spring. Early this fall, Howard
Rolle and James Sailor
approached the cbainnan of the
Modem Language Department.
Fr. Leeber, and the Dean, tbe

Facu I ty Close Meetings I~e;.;.;'~",,::~~~~
The university faculty decided
by voice vote at their last
general meeting to close faculty
meetings this year.
Minutes of the meeting.
publiShed on OCtober 23. noted
that following much discussion.
the teacbers "defeated
ove..-wbelmingly·' a motion to
amend the faculty handbook to
have open meetings.
A two part motion was then
placed on the noor. It proposed
that the minutes be published
and made available to all
members of the community
within 48 bours after tbe
meeting. Faculty names will not
appear on the minutes. The

Former Faculty Member Discusses
Conditions in Southern Black Cone~es
The Rev. George Fitzpatrick.
S.J. painted a rather bleak
picture of current conditions in
southern Black colleges but
emphasized their necessity and
value in the educational
ad va ncement and social
improvement for the Blacks.
The former university faculty
member. who went to Miles
College in 1968. pointed to a
series of educational. financial
and polilical problems which
beset the Black institutions.

Sisay speaks four African
languages and bas agreed to
teach Fula because it is the
official language of western
Africa, from whicb region many
AmericanNegroesfamiliesbave
come.
Fula was also the unanimous
choice of the Fairfield Students
canvassed by Howard Rolle '72.
who has promoted the course.
The new course is open to all
students. It may be taken as a
free elective or to fulfill the
modem language requirement.
The course will include
primarily basic grammar and
language but will also embrace
cultural and political traditions

might be available.
Mr. Sisay, a resident of
Bridgeport,
was
then
interviewed by Frs. Coughlin
and Leeber, and indicated his
interest in teaching the course.
sa_e.ts Prefer Fala
In the meantime. Mr. Rolle
had signed up ZO prospective
students for the course. At a
public meetinR in the campus
center on OCt. 28, Frs. Coughlin
and Leeber, Mr. S' '9y and about
15 students dL' ussed the
possibilities of the course.
An informal vote among those
present resulted in a unanimous
preference for Fula over
Swahili.
Following the meeting Fr.
Leeber sent a notice to tbose who
had signed up with Mr. RoUe and
to otbers who migbt be
interested in the course, asking
for a reply by Nov. 5.
It is expected that about 15
students will sign up for the new
offering.
Books and tapes of the
language. according to Mr.
Sisay. are available. but he is in
the process of composing,tiis own
grammar for the course.

STUDIO
CINEMA
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Fairfield Ave.
Student Discount

$1.00
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....
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GI'CIIIIIeft l'IIannacy
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abolished. The fonner system made it
nearly impossible to offset D's and F's
with good grades. In lieu of the grade
point ratio previously required,
candidates for degrees will be required to
accumulate 120 semester hours worth of
credit with grades of C or better in order
to graduate.

A Closed Door
Within the past few weeks two significant events occurred which
speak volumes about the communication problem on campus. The
student legislature, in a move to open communications with other
segments of the community. voted to invite two faculty members and
one administrator to their meetings. These invited people will be
given floor privileges and will be able to add their thoughts and
viewpoints to the topic under discussion. They will, however, have no
vote.
Less than two days prior to this action by the student legislature,
the general faculty voted overwhelmingly not to open their meetings
to other members of the community.
A long discussion preceded the vote. Some faculty expressed the
opinion that they would feel constrained in their discussions by the
presence of students. Others mentioned the word "coersion", a
possible allusion to the famous faculty meeting during the campus
unrest of last spring when students clambered up the walls outside the
Oak Room to learn of the faculty's position with regard to the strike.
Still others expressed a fear that the presence of students would
prevent freedom of expression!!
However, the motion that was finally passed by a large majority of
the faculty was a clear indication of what was behind the
overwhelming vote to keep faculty meetings closed. This motion
provides that the minutes of faculty meetings be available to any
member of the university community 48 hours after the meeting.
"Such minutes would NOT CONTAIN THE NAME OF FACULTY
MEMBERS making motions or remarks."
Apparently many faculty members desire to hide behind the cloak
of anonymity. Anonymity of opinion is certainly a foreign concept to
the academic life and a strong deterrent to open communication.
Discussions and votes are taken during a faculty meeting that
influence the lives of ALL members of this community. To make
these discussions a private affair and take votes behind closed doors is
a negation of the spirit of community.

Beginning lhis fall, any student making
a PL in a course during the regular
semester will receive no semester hours
toward the needed 120 for graduation, but
will complete the particular requirement
if the course Is required for graduation.
Students earning an NC in one of these
courses will receive no semester hours of

credit and no completion of the
satisfaction of the requirement. These
required courses will have to be repeated
until at least a grade of PL is earned. If
the course is an elective course, there is
no requirement to repeat the course and
some other course may be taken to earn
the necessary semester hours.
Dean of tbe College, Joe M. Lesesne, is
quick to point out the new system is not

The Committee "does not recommend
major changes in Harvard's traditionally
decentralized approach to problems of
discipline. Rather, we recommend
modest changes to improve the present
decentralized system; it is In this spirit
that our Report should be considered."

FORUM

Harak Praised

The Voice (s pleased to reprint the
lollowinc leUer from a former student of the late Mr. Harak.
October 21, 1910
Rev. John P. Murray, S.J.
Fairfield University
Fairfield, Corm.

Dear Father Murray:
I canoot. adequately COI'Ivey to you my
sadness and sense of loss wben I beard,
last weell:, of the death of Mr. Harak. I
know how close you were to him and I
wish to convey to you my deepest
sympathy at the loss of your dear friend.
Mr. Harak was the finest teadter I bave
bad in my edtaeatioaal career. Wbile the
group under his direction was the Glee
Club, albeit an outstartding one,
nevertheless the impact of his teaching
was much more pervasive. He taugbt us
that eJ:cellence was an achievable goal
and that nothing less was acceptable. He
taught us that discipline was the
bandmaiden of creativity. He taught us
that seriousness of purpose brought its
own enjoyment. Such principles do not
find a ready audieoce in youth, and yet his
personal commitment and charisma were
such that we gladly fonned a bond of
loyalty and respect for Mr. Harak and for
what be taught.
I am sure that god will reward in
Heaven this wonderful man who bas so
well and with so much dedication

,

Research Questioned

The University Committee on
Governance at Harvard has released its
Recommendations Concerning Rights and
Responsibilities. The Report proposes
that there be changes in rules governing
participation of students on disciplinary
boards, a University-wide statement on
Rights and Responsibilities, Universitywide coordination of student discipline
and procedures for discipline of
University officer.

The University Voice welcomes letters from members of the
community. Letters should be typed and double spaced, and must
include the name and address of the writer. Limitations of space
may necessitate editing, but a letter would not be cut so as to
destroy the continuity or distort. the point made by the
writer.
motivated God's creatures.

Fairfield University, like other major universities, now has a Draft
Counseling Center. Unique to this center is the fact that it was
initiated by two freshmen students who are not yet eligible for the
draft lottery. We congratulate these two young men for their early
reco(nition of one of Fairfield's many needs.
Jim McGuire and Chris CampbelJ have given their time to be
professionally trained in the many facets of the Selective service
laws. They offer to fellow students advice on the alternatives that the
SelectLve Service provides. These counselors suggest appropriate
paths of communication between an individual and his local draft
board. They advise on the different classifications that are available.
In short, the Center offers a complete information service on the
Selective Service system.
All of this is made possible by these two freshmen students who man
the busy center daily on a voluntary basis.
This expenditure of time and effort in counciling and keeping
abreast of current information is a unique student contribution to
meet the needs of other students.

Research may be getting overemphasis
at expense of undergraduate teaching
according to a recent report on campus
tensions at U.S. universities.
Prof. George Bunn of the University of
Wisconsin Law School. a member of the
special study committee, said the UW·
Madison campus is an example of how the
need for increased attention to teaching
has been recently re-evaluated.
"We recommend a better balance by
giving good teaching greater recognition
in hiring and promotion. The report also
su!,:gests thaI sudents be consulted on
faculty teaching and competence before
decisions on tenure or promotion are
made. And to improve the teaching
quality of teaching assistants. we urged
greater supervision by the professors."
The special committee on campus
tension was appointed by the American
Council on Education. Its report
culminated seven months of study. Prof.
Bunn noted two other areas in the report
that should concern the Madison campus:
curriculum reform and violence.
As to curriculum refonn. he said; "The
report points to the rigid compartments
which many academic disciplines and
university departments have structured
for themselves. We recommend that
more interdisciplinary programs be
imple.!,!lented that bring together such

Campus Governance

COULL"'"

Unique Contribution

From Other Campuses

lowering the standards at the college. "U
the new grading system is honestly and
stringently applied, as I have every
reason to believe it will be, the effect
should be that it will improve learning
and therefore standards."

.1

studies as science and government, or
sociology and law.
"Desires of woman and of ethnic groups
should also receive greater attention in
curriculum preparation."
The report stated that violence may be
on the increase on campuses across the
nation. and tbat large elite schools are the
most volatile. "Threats, violence, and
disruption of classes are intolerable,"
Prof. Bunn said in agreement with the
report. He continued: "Universities must
depend to a large extent on voluntary selfdiscipline by students. When that fails,
students cannot expect to be sheltered
from either campus discipline or criminal
prosecution. In the end, if we do not
govern outselves. others will govern us:'

Grading System Changed
In a move designed to emphasize the
positive aspects of learning, Woffont
College has altered its grading system by
dropping the grades of 0 and F begiMing
this fall.
In tbe place of these marks, grades of
"Placement Credit only" (PL) and "No
Credit" (NC) will be given. The grades A.
Band C will be maintained.
Under the new system, the entire grade
point ratio system, which has been used
as a factor in determining whether a
student is eligible for graduation, will be

SiDcerely,
DavidJ. McCarthy, Jr.
Professorof Law

Hamo l:ommuieatioas
October 21, 1910

Dear Editor:
We would Ute to tate the opportunity to
further dispell the "mystery." The
Fairfield University School of Corporate
and Political Communications is DOt a
mystery school. It is not con.oected with
the C.I.A. We may be inconspicuous on
campus, but we are becoming more and
more conspicuous nationally and
internationally. Our student body pursues
individual careel1l durinc the day, but
IhDday tbroaIb '11lunday et'eII1ngs we aD
commute back, because we are aU
desperately interested in what we are
doing. We believe in Human
Communication, be it corporate or
political; we must make it better. We
want to mall:e a people-to-people world
more important than money. We don't
have any answers, but we have creative
human beinp with minds that question
and challenge to find their own answers in
their own way. We are riding the crest of
a communication wave whose power and
direction we can determine. This scbool
intends not merely to survive, but to
survive gallantly.
Judy Naill
Kathy Gill
School of
Human Communications
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By Larry Ballo....

With the long-awaited
distribution of the room deposit
refunds last week, many
students have become aware of

the seemingly eDOrmoUS costs

incurred

in

maintaining

a

donnitory.
Clocks. elevators, hall lights.
lounge furniture and individual
room damages are a few of the
items that the $25 fee is erpected
to cover.
But the lack of itemization of
charges for such damages brings
Ole question to inind: What is
being done to insure an effective.
and fair, system of donn

maintenance!
Ala dfectlve system
The two main divisions of the

university that are responsible
for the up-keep and safety of tbe
dorms are Maintenance and
Student services.
Just as it has always been the
job of Maintenance to repair
damages and maintain common
facilities, Student Services bas
always been the student's most
effective liaison between himself
and maintenance.
This year, with the unexpected
Increase of on<:ampus residents,
Student Services has created a
post specifically designed to
handle such communication.
Peter Madonia, as an
Administrative Assistant, bas
been charged with the duty of
receiving and processing all
complaints about dorm
conditions.
"I generally handle about 50
complaints a week," stated Mr.
Madonia in a recent interview,
"Most of them have to do with
individual rooms - a broken
window or something like that."
If a problem is of the usual
nature, Mr. Madonia simply
places a work-order form in the
campus mail.
Should the complaint require
immediate attention, he calls the
Director of Maintenance, Mr.
Charles Williams.

Although in special cases Mr.
Williams reports completion of a
job to him, Mr. Madonia
generally does not know if the
complaint has been dealt with
unless the student complains
again.
In the cases of students
painting their rooms under
maintenance supervision, Mr.
Madonia alten checks the work
himself.
Mabtesuce at Work
"We're about sixty percent
caugbt-up,"
stated
Mr.
Williams. "It should take about
two weeks to get up one hundred
percent."
Wolting with a staff of 80 men
and women, Mr. Williams has
recenUy hired another carpenter
to help catch up on the room
repairs.
This brings the total to four
carpenters, three painters, one
electrician and tbe maids and
janitors.
On the addition of Mr. Madonia
to the staff, Mr. Williams said,
"I think the sytem is working
quitewell."
A Fair Way
No one new has been added to
clear up the confusion and
frustration surrounding tbe
refunds, however.
Henry Krell, associate dean of
student services, has received
numerous complaints about the
vague sums taken out of the
deposit.
Ohe blalant discrepancy was
discovered as a result of Mr.
Krell's interest in the problem.
A student was charged for
extensive damages that Mr.
Krell knew did not occur during
the student's residence there.
He slated that some procedure
for dealing with the multitude of
complaints would be initiated as
soon as Mr. Williams talked to
George E. Maloney, former bead
of maintenance. At this time Mr.
Williams is not familiar enough
with the system of checking and
evaluating damages not marked
OIl the room-damage sheets.
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Fairfield and Its Discontents

Mr. Krell expressed interest in
a proposal to discontinue the
yearly refunds by allowing the
deposits to accumulate over a
four year period.
In summing up the complex
problems of dormitory
maintenance and care, Mr.
Madonia said, "I think most
students would agree that the
situation is better; but no one is
ready to call them great."

Coeds' CUrfew
(CoDtlalied from page I)

chairman. Kevin McAuliffe '71
was then asked by the Rev.
Thomas A. McGrath, S.J., "bow
it's possible for squares like me
to live with this philosophy
behind your editorials."
McAuliffe then asked if the rules
of the meeting could be
suspended, so that Robert
Burgess, editor-in<:hief of FFP
& R would be able to defend his
paper's policy.
B.rcelS Alb SpecUic Cbrges
After this was done Burgess
asked Fr. McGrath to give
specific charges. Fr. McGrath
then referred directly to the
cartoon, querying, "How do you
justify insulting someone
through vulgar means?"
Burgess then replied that the
cartoon was within the legal
guidelines set down by the
Supreme Court. He also stated
that the cartoon referred to no
one particular Jesuit.
At this point the rules were put
back into effect to prevent
further dialogue from fomting.
William P. SChimpf, dean of
student services then attempted
to clarify the FFP & R's position
as a campus activity. Be felt
that tbe paper sbould either be
moved completely off campus,
e:J:cept for circulation, or else
become a student organization.
Time ran out, however, before
any action could be taken on the
matter.

By 'nonto..... rtia
'university - where every Slag
Revolution! Yes, that is why I would be free to do his own thing.
ParaDOid PIta.laSy
had come to the U. To lead the
A mix of rhetoric and planned
Revolution, but one anarchical
Stag does nol a Revolution make. confrontations did not attract the
Therefore, I must find a students I needed to have the
following. A base. I must U up by Halloween. By now, I
surround myself with a small was convinced that I was being
minority of hardcore campus surveilled by the administration.
radicals. I must out-liberalize My phone was lapped. My room
the campus politicos; I must out· was bugged. And the maid was
radicalize tbe radicals. an FBI agent. Superego
Extremism in the propagation of cautioned me about attending
the mizer. My enemies would be
anarchy is no vice.
But where? Where would I find there also.
Superego also suggested that I
this group? The discontented
element was there. Ego told me wasb my hair, but Ego insisted a
that it was up to I, the Thornton true Revolutionary never shaved
Laltin, to find it. Possibilities OT washed his hair. With that I
silted through my head. Gonzaga threw my soap, razor,
3, the Big House, and Loyola toothpaste, and unbreakable
Chapel were ruled out. Maybe tube of Prell out the window. If
down at the pond? Or the nothing else, Thornton Larkin
Japanese gardens? Id snickered. was taking on charisma.
I prepared to tum on my
Norman Mailer had claimed
that marijuana had burned boles Manson-like charm and beaded
in his brain. From experience, I for the Center. Inside, Id took
agree. Butthrougb my numerous over.
I walked up to this hip looking
boles I can now see outside of
myself, to the greater glory of chick and began to rap. She was
a junior. I assumed that she was
the Revolution.
a transfer student living up in
Mixer FoUows
I would go to the Cardinal Key Julie (Nizon) Hall. I did not
Mizer at tbe Ceftter. Tbis was penue the subject because I
excellent. Ego congratulated me didn't want to get emotionally
on my decision to recruit at the involved.
Mizer. Id also was thrilled for
Groping, I found out that ber
there was the additional long bair and beads were a
possibility of getting some sex. facade. Like most of the chicks
Superego broke into Ego and at U sbe still wore a bra. She was
insisted that I not lose sight of no more liberated than Mary the
what the Revolution stood for. I night J .C. was conceived.
chided Superego, because I did
Almost hysterical, sbe hit me
not know what the Revolutioo with that bunk about wanting to
stood for.
remain a virgin until she was
Before I went to the Mizer, I married. Ma.scara-lined teaf'$
had to come up with some caleb dripped down ber cheeks as she
phrase or inflammatory rhetoric confessed that she really was a
like Spiro to enlist (never draft) junior at Roger Ludlow and that
the student masses into MY if I persisted she would tell ber
Revolution. The psychotic father, the police chief.
phrase "Gotta Revolution, Gotta
I left ber and the mixer
Revolution" by the Airplane convinced that sa aDd chicks
bad no place in My Revolution.
lifted my expectations.
Another Lenin! AnotherChe! I Id reserved judgement. He was
had much to learn about leading not ready.. on such short notice,
a Revolution and casting off the to lead the celibate life for· the
bonds of academia. A cbssless greater glory of the Revolution.

,.
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Musie Review

Byrds Are r Just Alright"
ByP•• U-I

sound in concert. Another of
Byrd concerts was tbat they
The Byrds new double - album were unable to jam always
on Columbia was originally sticking to tbe tight constrains of
scbeduled to be titled two or three minute songs.
"Phoenix," but the groups
Improved SLage Act
modesty got the best of theme
The
live concert captured on
and in the end it was titled this record shows just how far
"Phoenix" would tbe Byrds have come in
"Untitled.
bave been a much more apt title, improving their stage act. Their
however. because the Byrds 20 minute version of "Eight
bave indeed arisen from the Miles Higb" shows their ability
ashes of their somewhat dismal to stretch a short song into a
efforts of the last few years and long, but tight jam. Over the
have re-established themselves summer, I saw them at a
as a force to be reckoned with in Schaeffer Concert in Central
the rock music world.
Pan: and tbey gave one of the
Half of the double album was best live performances that I
recorded live and the other hall have ever seen, completely
in the studio. Both are eJ:cellent . stealing the sbow from Van
documents of the kind of high Morrisson who they shared the
quality music the Byrds are
with.
producing today, after billing
The
album contains a
floundering in mediocrity for a great studio
variety of songs, from
few years.
which McGuinn has
The most important aspect of tunes for
a Jacques Levy play,
the new Byrds is that they are no written
"Just A
"Chestnut
longer "Roger McGuinn and the season" and"Mare,"
All
The
Things"
Byrds", but are a group with the sharp social commentary to
of
each member carrying equal Skip Battin and Kim Fowley's
weight and importance. For a
All Look Alike." My
time, the other members of the "You
personal favorite on the album is
Byrds looked like little dolls that the last song on the album, Skip
McGuinn had wound up to play Battin's "Well Come Back
tbe way be wanted. Now, Home." arranged with stunning
bowever, the creative drive of four-part hannony,
the veteran McGuinn (the only
Also worthy of special
original Byrd left) has been attention is the lead-guitar
equaled by the other Byrds and playing of Clarence White, who
they are trully working as a dashes off notes with a country
group.
twang at an amazing speed.
Flaal Link
While the bass playing of Battin
Bassist Skip Battin seems to is especially good during his solo
be the person who brought the on "Eight Miles High," if you
group back together again. listen carefully to the rest of the
playing their own distinctive album you will see that his solo
brand of music. As Roger virtuosity is continued through
McGuinn said in a recent Rolling the rest of the album.
Stone interview: "Skip kind of
provided the final link in the
"America's BeaUes"
chain. I think the Byrds as tbey
It is good to have the Byrds
are now will hold together for a back putting out solid
while,"
perfonnanee5 agam, During the
As Is evident on the record, the early days of "folk-rock," they
Byrds have also vastly improved showed a great deal of promise
their live performances. Back in and were even billed in some
1965 wben David Crosby was quarters as "America's answer
with the group. their studio to the Beatles." Perhaps now.
albums were excellent. but they five years later, they will finally
were unable to duplicate their realize their potential.
II

PLEASANT COMPANY - Ann Margam and Joe Namath eIljoy a light eonnrsation in their recellt
metion picture "C.C. and Company". The movie is playing at nearby tbeaters.

Flick Frondeur

A Bad Day at the College Track
By David Zola

Billed as the "Ben Hur" of acting career.
to the film industry.
.
This sensitive and romantic
. Ann-~arg~t. caught ~~th the
motorcycle racing. C. C. and
Com n
ives the viewer a love story is abruptly plOneenng dilemma SPlnt that
uniq: :xP~rience, This film is
i~terrupted by the "~eads" who NaJl.lath possesses, rid~s off with
the story of a Hells Angels type . kldn~p. Ann-M.argret In hopes of Joe 10 search of a new ~Ife, .
regaining their lost funds plus
The triumph of thIS picture
motorcycle "gang," It should
fare
excellently with more.
.
belongs to Joe Namath, whl)~e
sophisticated audiences, This
Th~n, the second major portra¥al of C.C: Ryder IS
well-acted. suspenseful and conflict takes place. Namath throbbl~gly evocat..ve of every
intriguing movie has something chall~ges the ego of Moon. A searching American y~u.tb.
for everyone.
race. IS staged, on a double or Tha,nks, number 12: for ~lvl~g
The film's beginning is an notblng prenuse. The ~~lt aU~lences a new dimension m
insane comic observation on the causes Namath to flee for hiS life actmg.
subconscious mind of an NFL from th~ gang. The reckless Movies to see:
"Joe"
quarterback Can you imagine chase which follows is filled with
fading back for a pass and cinematic devices. The eJ:plosion
"Catch-22"
thinking of trading slamps? Joe of. ~even moton:ycles and the Movies to miss:
'c C
Namath, who is the C,C. Ryder ~~mg of .daY:-fught sequences
:'p~rio~~~Fny
of the title. casually wanders gIVIng the illUSIOn of a fou! .day
througb a modem supennarket chase are noteworthy additions
showing poise, stamina. and
audacity In the face of the
American corporate structure.
Namath, everyone's gridiron
love, flippantly acknowledges his
admirers in the store. pays his
token price for a pack of gum,
WVOF bas been broadcasting Arena management imposed
and rides off to the pulsating from the campus center all this upon the station.
beat of Mitch Ryder (who week in an e£fort to raise badly
Big Road Games
appeared here live two short needed funds through student
The fact that some of the
years ago) and the Detroit contributions in order to finance bigger hoop games are away this
Wheels singing the title song.
the airing of away basketball year Is a definite plus in WVOF's
fund raising drive, Among the
Thus begins this epic saga games.
dealing with the sociopathic
The station has been on the air opponents the Stags will play on
behavior of one man's quest for from lOa.m. to 12 midnlgbtdaily tbe road this season are
identity In an anomic society. during this week in the campus Providence. Niagara 81.
Namath is the one wbo "gets center. Contributions are being Bonaventure. Holy Cross and
himself together" with a little accepted during these hours.
Villanova.
help from Ann McCalley, wbo is
Spo.lOriDg Fall,
played by Ann·Margrel.
Attempts by the station's
Increasingly disenchanted with sports department to raise the
this role as a "Head," the cycle money by getting sponsors bave (Coati..ed from pqe 3)
crew to which he has sworn been fruitless so far,
Turning to tbe demands issued
allegiance. Namath seeks a new
The main difficulty is that tbe by the Blacks last year at
life as a motorcross racing station operates on a carrier Fairfield University, Fatber
driver. ThIs drastic change was current which limits its audience stated that from his experience
brought about by the film's first to only those people in the bere he could well understand
major conflict, that of Joe university donns. Therefore not
their situation, but cautioned
Namath versus Moon. the leader many sponsors are interested in against seeking Black professors
of tbe gang, who is captured In a paying for an advertisement who are so desperately needed
great acting job by William which will only be beard by such as models and teachers to the
emergency southern Black.
Smith.
a limited audience.
He continued with a proposal
The dialogue of this superb
As of now WVOF will
confrontation scene shows the broadcast all home games on that they should send Walter
ability of screen writer Roger campus. Those home games Petry on loan to Miles for a
Smith to capture realism with played in the New Haven Arena semester or a year. It would
the constant use of four letter will not be carried because of an probably prove educationally
words, normally uttered only on unusually high fee which the beneficial for both institutions.
the football field.
Regarding the political
Namath leaves the gang for
oppression of the Binningham
1<499 Post Rood
the "good life of the sports
area. he cited its history as one
FClirfield. CcInn.
arena." However. he takes with
of the most begotten southern
Thruway Exit 21
him monies belonging to the
communities with characters
"Heads"; monies he had
such as "Bull" Connor gracing
recently won for them.
its past.
00000000
In his conquest for these funds,
The racial oppression and
Namath. through a farcical love
"Black experience" was
scene, di:o:.covers the motivating
difficult to transmit, he said, but
o
0
force of Porn Pom. Moon's
the activities of Angela Davis, a
o "
I 0
chick.
native of Binnlngham, are more
o
I'
0
Free of his commitment to the
understandable in light of her
0
"Heads," Namath (former
background of trying to cope
o
0
superbowl star) embarks upon
00000000
with life there.
his new career as a superlover.
This was the first special
See our 9right Spot
These tender sequences show the
lecture offered by the Fairfield
great acting ability of Namath
where the action turns
chapter of the American
and Ann·Margret. who bas
Association of University
on everything young.
finally reached the climax of ber
Professors.

WVOF Broadcasts Day Long
Raising Funds for Hoop Show
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~BY GEOItet H. JtIll!CHaA.UM~ Booters

vs. New York Tech Sat.
I SPORTS SLANTS I Record Season Strong Possibility
One rumor being batted
around the Fairfield campus by
students, administrators, and
faculty members is that thenext
club sport to go varsity will be
the Hockey Club.
Dr. John McCarthy, who has
coached the club since 1968 when
the Metropolitan Intercollegiate
Hockey League (MIHL) was
formed with Fairfield as a
charter member. hesitates to set
a definite date as to when the
varsity status will be achieved.
However, the long-haired
psychology professor feels it is
the "most likely" sport to go
varsity although "maybe fencing
will be first". McCarthy was
speaking as coach and not as a
member of the ad hoc athletic
committee upon which he sits.
Pays E.lnutee Fee
When the Hockey Club needed
to pay a $25 entrance fee into the
metro league in 1968, it was
Coach McCarthy who wrote out a
personal check. Ever since then,
Coach McCarthy, who does not
get paid for his services, and
other members of the club
inclUding unpaid assistant coach
Tony Hartingan have been
paying the club's miscellaneous
expenses such as cost of tape,
oranges, gatorade, and
transportation, out of their own
pockets. Coach McCarthy's wife
mends and washes all the team's
uniforms.
In addition to this, the club's
members pay $25 dues. Dr.
McCarthy is hoping that the
student government will grant
the club its $1600 request to
cover the team's $1500 debt.
"Not
counting
transportation", coach
McCarthy feels that the club can
get through its 21-game (plus
playoffs) schedule on $4,000.
"Frieads of Fairfield Hoekey"
One source of money and
support is a community oriented
booster organization known as
"Friends of Fairfield Hockey."
Dr. John Paget, a neurosurgeon,
is president of this group which
bas many prominent people from
the Fairfield-Bridgeport area as
members. This highly
enthusiastic group of hockey
buffs
sponsors among other
things a banquet for the team,
raises money, and provides
medical services for nothing.
Quite a group!
Coach McCarthy's hesitation
to set a definite date for the
varsity conversion stems from a
desire to see what happens to the
metro league. The "wellorganized league", which has
attracted the interest of the New
York Rangers may "try to go
varsity as a unit" after the
weaker teams have been weeded
out.
Presently, there is a waiting
list to get into the 15-team
league. The most prominent of
the schools desiring acceptance

is Rutgers (New Brunswick).
The league's Eastern Division is
composed of St. Francis,
Adelphi, Queens, Nassau
Community College, Stonybrook,
St. John's and Brooklyn College.
The Western Division includes
lona, Columbia, City College,
Manhattan, Fairfield, Fordham,
University of Bridgeport, and
Newark College of Engineering.
Draw Over f,OIO FaDS
The Rangers and Madison
Square Garden have provided 4
dates for league game's. On Nov.
15, Fairfield will play Columbia
in the Garden. Last year when
the Stag skaters played in the
Garden they drew over 4,000
fans.
Another hurdle to be taken by
the team and Fairfield
University is an on campus
hockey rink. The rink which
could cost anywhere from a half
to a million dollars is not at the
top of the university'S priority
list, but it's "pretty well up
there" and not just on
McCarthy's own list.
There is a tremendous demand
in the area for ice. McCarthy
feels that by "renting out space"
the rink could pay for its upkeep.
The rink, moreover, would fit
into Fr. McGinnes' philosophy of
a "community-university joint
effort". A covered rink would
also provide additional
recreational space which is so
sorely needed in the winter
months.
Impressive Record
In its first year, the club
finished first in its division and
second in the league. Last year
due to a rash of injuries late in
the season which stretches from
October to Easter the pucksters
finished third in their division.
This year the team sports at
present a i-I-I record, but with
the three leading scorers in the
Western Division (Jim Monahan,
Jean-Guye Laflamme, and Ted
Sybertz) it is only a matter of
time before the club rips off a
long win streak.
With these impressive
credentials, athletic director
George Bisacca would be hard
pressed to say that this club does
not merit varsity f'CC{lgnition
and/or financial support.
Spealdng 0. Blsaeea
About Fairfield's athletic
director, Coach McCarthy feels,
"He is not in and off himself not
interested in other sports; but
because of his knowledge and
interest in basketball, he focuses
his attention on it. It is up to
others to educate him about
'other sports and to show him the
necessity and feasibility of other
athletic endeavors."
McCarthy's dedication to
hockey and a rink at Fairfield
can be summed up by the coach's
willingness to cut his hair if it
would mean getting the money to
build the rink. Quite a long-hair.

Preview To Feature
70-71 Hoop Captain
Tonight at 7:00 p.m., the First
Annual "Meet the Stags Night"
will provide Fairfield bask.etball
enthusiasts with a preview of the
team that first year head coach
Fred Barakat will field for the
19'16-71 season.
Fans will also be able to catch
a glimpse of Coach Bud
Knittel's freshmen team which
features many of Barakat's
prized recruits.
M8.y New FirslS
Tonight's event will mark the
first time a team has been
formally presented to the
students, general public and the
press. It stands as another of the
many innovations implemented
by Barakat since he has taken
over the reins of the basketball
program.

The night will be tapped off by
the introduction of players on
both squads followed by a
scrimmage and announcement
of team captains. Both teams
will be decked out in actual
game attire.
Additional color will be
provided by the presence of a
newly formed group of pom-pom
girls and the giving away of
miniature Stag basketballs to
spectators.
Admission is $.50 for students
and $1.00 for adults.

..............................

Season tickets for the coming
1970-71 basketball campaign are
now on sale at the athletic office.
~pecial separate discounts are

Coach Jim Kuhlman's booters,
hoping to establish themselves
this season as, the winningest
soccer team in school history,
will collide with New Yortl: Tech
this Saturday in the first meeting
ever between the two clubs.
Standing at 5-2-2 after last
week's two ties with Sacred
Heart and Barrington, the Stags
have three games remaining on
their schedule. This presents an
opportunity to better the 1968-69
club's record of 7-6, which stands
as the best effort yet by a Red
soccer team.
The other teams besides New
York Tech, who stand between
the Stags and a record setting
season are Patterson State and
Monmouth. The Wednesday,
Nov. 11 clash against Patterson
will be the last chance this
season for fans to catch the
booters in action on their home
field. They will close out their
season on Saturday, Nov. 14, at
Monmouth.
In action last week the Stags
battled to two ties against tough
opponent teams from Sacred
Heart and Barrington.
Come from BeIti.d
Against Sacred Heart on last
Wednesday Fairfield displayed
the ability to come back from
behind as they had to overcome
both a 2~ fourth period deficit
and increasing darkness to pull
out a 2·2 tie.
Sacred Heart took a 1-0 lead in
the first period of this physically
aggressive game and made it
stick for a 1-0 half time edge as
tbe Stags' offense couldn't
muster an attack.
The Bridgeport team added
another score on the third
quarter and carried a 2-0 lead
into tbe final stanza against the
sluggish stags.
Coach Kuhlmann's charges
then came alive and started to
jell at a point where Sacred
Heart seemed to 'have the game
tucked away.
Roland Corbin broke tbe ice
for the Red as he penetrated the
enemy defense and sliced the
deficit to one goal with a fine
kick into the nets.
Continuing their sudden spurt
Fairfield knotted the count at 2-2
when Chip Mount came through
with a pressure goal.
The two teams battled
scoreless in a double overtime
which was finally called short
because of darkness.
Stags ThrealeD Upset
Barrington College of Rhode
Island invaded Fairfield last
Saturday with an impressive 16-1
record and were almost the
victims of an upset as they had to
come from behind to manage a 33 tie.
In an active packed first half
the upset·minded Stags fell
behind H as Barrington's Pete
Chartshlaa tallied the first of his
three goals to tie ifon a goal by
Jim Cbristino.
Chartshlaa quickly found
another flaw in the Fairfield
defense by tallying his second
goal, giving Barrington a 2-1 first
quarter lead.
Joe Meseck. ignited a second
quarter rally by booting in the
being offered to both students
and faculty.
Students may purchase a
season ticket for the half price of
$15. LD. cards must be
presented upon purchasing the
book of tickets.

READING rr - Halfback Mike Foley goes up and over two sacred
Heart opponents to head the ball away dUring the 2-2 tie with the
Bridgeport rival.
tying goal. It was an even
struggle until, with only a few
minutes remaining in the hall,
Fairfield's Steve Popadopolos
put his team ahead for the first
time.
The Stajl;S 3-2 lead was short
lived as Barrington wasted no
time in coming back in the third
quarter to tie it 3-3.
The two teams struggled
scorelessy through the fourth
BUFFALO
quarter and a double overtime.

Sports Slate

:.

BASKETBALL
TODigbl-7 p.m.-Gym
"Meet the Stags Night"
Nov. 14 - (Sal.) - Home
Scrimmage - University of
New Hampshire
RUGBY
Nov. 7 - (Sal.) . Home
M.lT.
Nov. If - (Sat.) - Away
Boston College
FOOTBALL
Nov. 8 - (Su,) - Home
New Haven College
Nov. 14· (Sal.) - Home
Norwalk Community
SOCCER
Nov. 7 - (Sal.) -Home
New York Tech
Nov, 11- (Wed.) - Home
Patterson State
Nov. If - (Sal.) - Away
Monmouth
CROSS COUNTRY
Nov. (- (Wed.) - Home
Quinnipiac, Southern Conn.
Nov. If - (S.I.) -Away
C.T.C.
HOCJ<EY
Nov. 8 - (Su.) - Away
Newark
Nov, 13· (Fri,) ·Home
Fordham 9: 15 p.m.
Nov. 15 - (SlID.) - •
Columbia
• Madison Square Garden

'0

.............................

Lane and Fonda

(COilUllaed from page 1)
Mr. Lane, along with Eleanor
Roosevelt and Senator Herbert
Lehman,
founded
the
Democratic Reform Movement
in New York.
He has written several books,
Faculty members have an
option of simply getting their one including RDah To JDdgeme.I,
complimentary pass to each which challenged the Warren
home game or purchasing a Commission Report.
His most 'recent book,
season ticket for the regular $30
With
price and also getting one season "CollverlaUoDS
America.s" consists of
pass for free with the purchase.
interviews with more than thirty
Botb offers expire on Vietnam veterans, all of whom
Wednesday, November 18. The witnessed some terrible
athletic office is open from 8:30 atrocities.
to 4: 30 on weekdays for the
Students will be admitted free
ticket sales.
to the lectures. General
.••.•........•...•........... admission will be $2.50.
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Second Skin Fit

For Tight Heads

(0 EAST STATE ST.
WESTPORT, CONN. 068lII
PHONE: Z26-Sl19

TRUMBULL SHOPPING
PARK

TRUMBULL, CONN__11
PHONE:

37%-7'.

Z21 ATLANTICST,
STAMFORD,CONN."I
PHONE: 327-71116
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Campion Downs G-l
by Georae H. Klnclab. ..m
Campion 4's and Gonzaga's I's
showdown the Monday before
last ended in Campion 4's favor,
H. The team's rivalry brought
an estimated 350 people to the
sidelines. With about 8 minutes
left to play the refs called the
game because of darkness.
Kevin McConnack ran back a
punt 60 yards for the game's only
score. Gonzaga 1's hack was DOt
much better later in the week as
they battled Gonzaga 2 to a
scoreless tie.
Witb Gontaga 1's misfortune,
Campion 3 beat Northwest 4, 146, and played to a scoreless
stalemate against Nortbwest 2 to
take over first place in the
Coastal division.

sa_RoD

In the Central division, the
Studs continued their winning
ways with a one-sided ZMl
whitewashing of Northwest 4.

Stag Puckmen
Resume Slate;
Oppose Newark
The Fairfield hockey team hits
the road this Sunday to
encounter Newark in a
Metropolitan
Intercollegiate
League game.
Hoping that a week and a half
of idleness has not slowed down
his skaters, Coach John
McCarthy will be looking for
another solid team performance
similar to the squad's winning
leffort over Brooklyn College last
Wednesday, 4-6.
Newark - 'Uu.owa'
IMcCarthy cited Newark as
"a virtual unknown since it is
their first year in the league."
The
only
background
information available on the
puckers next opponent is their
one game played this season
wWch they lost to Brooklyn
CoUege, 7-6.
The club's next home game is
on November 13 against
Fordham.
Madisoa Gardea Match
A big date for hockey fans to
note is Sunday, November 15
when Fairfield and Columbia
will clash in Madison Square
Garden. Earlier this year the
two teams baWed to a tie.
In summing up last
Wednesday's wbitewash of
Brooklyn, McCarthy noted that
"most of the action was right in
front of the goalie." Testimony
to the statement lies in the fact
that the Stags fired fifty eight
shots at the euemy goal.
S.fer Peultln
Coupled with the early
offensive dominance of the Red
suters was an action packed
second period in which both
clubs suHered numerous
penalities for misconduct. At one
point, each team had only four
players on the ice.
Unable to score in the first
period, Fairfield continually
took shots at the Newark goalie
who prevented a seore until
Jean-Guy laFlamme's slap shot
got by him with 6:32 gone in the
second period.
One minute later promising
freshman Jay Collins scored his
first collegiate goal. assisted by
junior Ted Sybertz, making the
score 2-6.
Late in the second period, Jim
Monahan, the division's leading
scorer last year, tallied his first
goal of the season to give the
Stags a commanding lead.
The final score came in the
third period when Marty Veering
unassistedly scored from the
right side.
MrCarthy slgnled out the
perfonnance put forth by the
defense as
especially
encouraging. Sopb goalie Eddie
Palma rqistered his first
shutout by successfully
protecting the goal against
twelve Brooklyn shots.

Ct.,

· The Studs dominated the game
with quarterback Gary Mihalek,
intramural player of the week,
hitting on numerous passes.
Mihalek threw two touchdown
passes, one to tight end Bill
Slatery and the other to flanker
Paul Toaso. Another TD pass to
: Mike McCarthy was called back
because of clipping.
, The Studs' defense which bas
, given up only 6 points in 6 games
never allowed their opposition to
get into their territory. Free
safety Mihalek and cornerba<:t
· Toaso each scored on loaa:
interceptions with key blocks by
· S1atery and John Hanusovsty.
The extra point came on a pass
· from Joe DeBartalo to Jolm
BorlaDd.
The following day, the Studs
picked up their fourth
consecutive win with a 12-0
shutout of Northwest 1.
Quarterback Mihalek was agm
on target throwing TD passes to
Toaso and McCarthy.
The Studs defense turned in
their sixth shutout in seven
games. The front five continued
their fine rush and pressured
Nortbwest 1 into six
interceptions. Mihalek and
Toaso got two each while Mike
Knight and Tom Wood grabbed
one apiece.
RA', BLANK DSP
The RA's played to a scoreless
tie in a bruising game against
BAK in the prelude to the
Campion 4· Gongaza 1 clash. On
Thursday the RA's sporting their
navy blue "Family" jerseys
shutout DSP fraternity 13-6. John
O'Rourke hit Bernardo Boucher
with a 25 yard TO pass.

On tbe following kick-off
Boucher picked off a Rick
Dell'Aqula lateral intended for
Larry Smitb- and ran it in 40
yards for the RA's second score.
O'Rourte's toss to Jay Cincotta
added the extra point.
Southeast donn the runaway
leader in the Capitol division
also beat DSP. Southeast won 20O. Terry Saccbi threw one TO
pass to Jim McGintee. the
scoring leader in the league and
another one to Ted Martens, Bill
Half scored Southeast's third
touchdown.
Twke la Oae Week
Before McCormack's scoring
punt return for Campion 4,
student director Gary Marzolla
in his previous 3 years at
Fairfield had never seen a punt
returned all the way. Dave
O'Connor of Northwest 3 made it
two in ODe week as he ran back a
punt 50 yards for a toucbdown in
his team's 8-6 win over Loyola 3.
Campion 2 and Loyola 3 battled
to a scoreless tie as did Regis I
and Regis 2. Fairfield Beach and
Regis ground went an identical
rout. Northwest 3 eked out a 2-6
win over Campion 2. Regis 4
knocked over Regis ground, 12{l;
and Northwest 2 beat Gonuga 2,

....
Ruggers'

OOPS! -The Stags' halfback Coleman Harbor (30) fumbles in first balf action agairtstSt. Peters.

GriddersOpposeNew Haven
In Homecoming Game Sun.
The Fairfield Football Club himself from there for the score.
will attemp~ to rebound from a The point after was good.
tough loss against St. Peter's
The Slags came right back on
when they take on the New the ensuing kick-off by getting
Haven College Chargers in fine field position on their own 40
Sunday's Homecoming contest.
year line.
Both clubs are fighting to get
QB Pete Halas moved
their records near or at the .500 Fairfield down to the St. Pete's
mark with the Stags owning a 2 45 on a fifteen-yard run.
plus 4 mark and New Haveu
On the next t>lay Halas handed
chalking up lwo wins against off to his HB Coleman Harbor
three defeats thus far.
who galloped up the middle 45
Two of NHC's losses bave yards for the touchdown. The
come at the hands of powerful extra point kick failed and
opponents, Norwalk Community Fairfield trailed 7-6 at the eud of
College and the University of the first quarter.
Hartford.
St. Peter's was unable to move
Last year's Fairfield NHC against the Stags' defense and
Clash was a thriller with the bad to give up possession to
Stags winning it in the closing Fairfield.
moments by a 26-19 count.
On the following series an
The significant improvement errant Halas side-line pass deep
of both squads is evidenced by in his own territory was picked
the fact that the Stags have off by a S1. Pete's linebacker
already matched their win total who ambled into the end zone for
of last year and that the the six pointer. The point-after
Chargers bave already woo one kick split the uprights which
more game than last year. The made it a 14-6 St. Peter's.
clash shapes up as a promising
The Stags' defeuse forced St.
conclusion to the Homecoming Pete's to tum the ball over to the
festivities.
Red offense on two other
In the 21-121055 to powerful St. occasions but they were not able
Peter's it was a simple case of to mOWlt a drive. The first hall
the Peacocll:.s taking advantage ended with the host Peacocks
of key bre::ab and turning them holding a 14-6 edge.
into touchdowns. The Stags'
Coach Corta's men came out in
defense kept Fairfield within the second half and wasted no
striking distance throughout the lime getting bact into the game.
cootest but costly mistakes by
Once again the Stags managed
the offense led to their team's good field position after the
downfall.
kickoff at the 50 yd. line.
QB Pete Halas went to the air
St. Pete's took an early 7-0
lead after recovering a Fairfield routes and hit Mike Yates for a
fumble on the Stags' 25 yard line. 25-yd. gain to the Peacocks' 25
Peacock quarterback Joe yd. line. Willie Mraz then shook
D'Angelo drove his club down to himself loose in the opponents'
the two ~efore taking it over secondary and Halas zipped a

~~A"

The Fairfield Rugby Club had
four matches last saturday,
including the "A" team's &-3 win
over powerful Yale.
This Saturday the Red
Ruggers will tangle with M.1.T.
on Hans Grauert Memorial
Field. Last Fall the Ruggers
traveled to Boston where they
were upset by M.I.T., so this
game shapes up as a grudge
match.
O'Neill KlcD Two
The "A" game in New Haven
was a bard-fought match in
which the margin of victory for
Fairfield was supplied by the toe
of senior stand-off John O'Neill.
O'Neill made two penalty
kicll:.s, the first one coming in the
opening ball and being a 35
yarder from a difficult angle.
Tie At Half Time

Late in the half, Yale scored a
try to make the score 3-3 at halltime. In the secood balf O'Neill

Team Bites Ivy Bulldog

made another kick, this one from
the 2::1, and in front of the
goalposts.
The Red Ruggers made this
score sland up for the remainder
of the game, pushing back two
Yale threats. When the referee
signalled the end of the game
Fairfield had, in the words of
Club President Bob Murphy,
"Beaten the best of the Ivy
League."
~nmStudO...
The game was unusual in that
both teams moved the ball fairly
well, but only one try was

""'The
......Fairfield

serum, led by
"Kid" Weingartner, Kevin
Manley, "Moodo" Flanagan, and
Jeff Sylvan, made numerous
tact'es and won the key line-outs
and set serums.
In a close, low-scoring game it
is often the play of the scnun
that is the differeuce between

winning and losing, and the
ruggers scrum came up with a
big day.
B', Tie Fordham 3-3
The Fairfield "B's" traveled
to Fordham, where they tied the
Rams "A" team, 3-3.
Mike Feighan's penalty kick
accounted for Fairfields only
score as the game was played on
a narrow field which slowed up
the Ruggers offense.
C'" D's Defeated
The "C's" played at Van
Cortland Part. against Columbia
Old Blue's third side and came
out on the losing eud of a 17-6
"",re.
Fairfield's points came on a
penalty kick and dropped goal by
Tom Denning. Denning's drop
kick was the first one made by a
Fairfield Ruger this year.
The "0" team fought gamely,
but weot down to defeat at the
bands of Yale's "B's", 16-0.

pass to him for a TD.

The Stags tried for two points
on the conversion but failed. In
the n6t series Fairfield's
defense once again did the job
and their efforts gave the Stags
possession inside the St. Peter's
2::1. The enemy defense threw
Fairfield for heavy losses and
Jim Vespia's §oyard field goal
attempt fell short.
More frustration was added
when the Stags had the ball deep
in St. Peter's territory only to
lose another chance to go ahead
when Halas fumbled and the
Peacocks recovered at the 15
yard line.
The third quarter ended with
St. Pete's handing on to a 14-12
lead.
The New Jersey club finished
out the scoring for the night in
the fourth quarter by
capitali.ting on a blocked punt
which they recovered on the
Stags 22-yd. line.
Quarterback
D'Angelo
proceeded to direct St. Pete's
toward paydirt and he finally
carried it over for his second TO
of the day. The P.A.T. was good
which gave St. Peters their 21-12
margin.
Fairfield attempts to come
back were futile and two
interceptions by St. Pete's
defense dampened any Stag
hopes fora late score.

Fairtield I awn dramat
Di.gonally Across from
Post Office
_Wash· Dried • Folded_
Student Discount

THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
IJID POST ROAD
FAIRF!ELD, CONNECTICUT
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